
Twentyfourseven has established 

office in Tallinn, Estonia.

Shortly about Twentyfourseven
Twentyfourseven is a full service resource house in media technique for the film-, TV- and event business. Twentyfourseven is represented in all the Nordic countries and 
the Baltic. We offer our customers everything from audio-, lights-, cameras- and post production- technique and equipment to studios, technical support, personnel and 
education. Twentyfourseven has a turnover of 15 million euro. Twentyfourseven has Dun & Bradstreet highest credit rating Triple A. For more information, please visit 
www.twentyfourseven.se

For more information, please contact:
Peter Lundgren, CEO, Twentyfourseven    +46 8 247 247  peter.lundgren@twentyfourseven.se
Arto Juselius, Country Manager, Twentyfourseven Finland   +358 400 247 247   arto@twentyfourseven.fi

For press material, please contact:
Sonja Catani, Nordic Marketing Manager, Twentyfourseven  +46 8 247 247  sonja.catani@twentyfourseven.se

Twentyfourseven, a Nordic full service resource house, has just opened yet a new office. This 
time Twentyfourseven moves into the Baltic markets, by opening offices in Tallinn, Estonia.

Twentyfourseven already has some large customers in the Baltic area, both in the daily rental business and in larger 
television productions. Customers and productions include Ruut TV (Baren, Survivor) and AllFilm (“Laulurahvas 
- Singing people” documentary). 

The Twentyfourseven representation office in Tallinn, Estonia, is run by Baltic Coordinator Räni Meister and managed 
by the Finnish Country Manager Arto Juselius. 

“We’ve had some very successful business cases in Estonia during this and last year” says Arto Juselius Country 
Manager Twentyfourseven Oy in Finland. “Because the Baltic television production is blooming and more and more 
programmes are produced locally, we see the need of being physically represented in the Baltic, close to our custom-
ers. At the moment we are also having negotiations with customers in Lithuania and Latvia about some interesting 
new productions.” 

Peter Lundgren CEO of the whole group of Twentyfourseven companies comments the Baltic establishment; 
“Twentyfourseven is a fast growing and flexible group of companies that evolves and develops with and along our cus-
tomers and markets. The Baltic countries have proved to be a very profitable and rewarding market where it’s exciting 
for us as Nordic company to be represented, this is best done in collaboration with our Finnish subsidiary company”

The new Twentyfourseven offices are situated in Raua 20, about two minutes walking distance from the Estonian 
Television (ETV) building.


